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Executive Summary

A

review of 135 municipalities in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) shows that only a
small percentage have soil quality regulations that reference the Province’s criteria
for soil quality. Inconsistencies between provincial and municipal regulatory
frameworks contribute to the difficulty that contractors and developers experience to
obtain or dispose of excess construction soil.
In 2011, Hatch Mott MacDonald (HMM) conducted a review of 33 municipalities in
the GTA and found that 23 had a relevant by-law that mentions soil quality. In the fall of
2012, a scan of Municipal Fill By-laws was initiated focusing on municipalities, regions
and counties either in the outer ring of the GTA or beyond the GTA. The objective of
the review was to seek out relevant by-laws addressing the deposit of clean excess soil.
Previously reviewed municipalities were also revisited to review any amendments.
The results of our follow-up review of municipalities and inquiry concluded that 70
out of 143 upper and lower tier municipalities reviewed have a fill by-law. Only eight
municipalities, however, made reference to the Ontario Ministry of Environment’s
(MOE’s) soil quality criteria tables (O.Reg. 153/04). Eight municipalities define
contamination based upon concentrations greater than naturally occuring on the
receiving property.
Our findings also suggest that, while the municipalities located nearest to the Toronto
area have developed site alteration by-laws governing the placement of soil, those further
away from the immediate GTA appear to be slower to adopt a fill by-law as fill disposal
has not posed a significant issue thus far.
Based on these findings, recommendations include continuing to work toward a
consistent approach for soil management in municipal by-law and procurement practices
through the provincial-municipal-industry working group. In consultation with the
working group, the Province should pick a key municipality and put resources in place
to develop and pilot test site alteration by-laws with appropriate regulatory references
to O.Reg. 153/04 that also adopts the principles of the forthcoming MOE Soil Best
Management Practices (BMP) approach.
Ongoing formal education and capacity building to assist municipalities with the
development, monitoring, and dissemination of experiences with soil management
in municipal by-laws and procurement practices is also crucial. The Province should
provide guidance to municipalities through the Planning Act or the Provincial Policy
Statement to include comprehensive soil management planning as a requirement for site
development applications.
The Ministry should also begin to track incorporation of soil BMPs into municipal
bylaws. This would facilitate measurement of progress and provide an overview of the
status of the best practices that have been employed.
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1.0 introduction

I

t is a provincial requirement under the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) through
the Ministry of Environment (MOE) to provide soil quality criteria. It is a municipal
responsibility under the Planning Act to regulate the actual final placement of soil and
fill through local site alteration by-laws. It has been noted by the MOE that municipalities
are using Ontario Regulation (O.Reg) 153/04 (as amended) Table 2 criteria in their
site alteration by-laws, however contractors and developers have reported that property
owners will only accept soil that meets the O.Reg 153/04 (as amended) Table 1 criteria,
which is more stringent than the criteria listed in O.Reg 153/04 (as amended) Table 2.
If there is an inconsistency between the provincial and municipal regulatory frameworks
it may be contributing to restrictions on the ability of contractors and developers to
obtain or dispose of excess construction soil.
A previous review of Municipal Fill By-laws was conducted by Hatch Mott MacDonald
(HMM) in August, 2011. In that review, fill or site alteration by-laws for municipalities
in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) were reviewed to confirm whether fill quality was
specified in the by-laws.
In the fall of 2012, a scan of Municipal Fill By-laws was initiated focusing on
municipalities, regions and counties either in the outer ring of the Greater Toronto Area
(GTA) or beyond the GTA. The objective of the review was to seek out relevant by-laws
addressing the deposit of clean excess soil. Previously reviewed municipalities were also
revisited to review any amendments.
After completing the initial scan, two formal letters were distributed in early November
2012. The first letter was issued to municipalities that have current fill by-laws, and the
second letter was for municipalities that either did not have a fill by-law or it was not
found on their website. The letters indicated our interest in learning about any existing
fill by-laws, potential amendments, and the potential for implementing a fill by-law if
one does not exist.
This memo summarizes the status of fill or site alteration by-laws for lower tier (Cities,
Towns and Townships) municipalities compiled from the August 2011 review and the
review of the 143 municipalities, regions and counties conducted for this update. A
separate review for fill or site alteration by-laws was conducted by the Lakeridge Citizens
for Clean Water, in June 2012. While the focus and geographical extent of the two
surveys differed, the results of this review were consistent with the results reported by
Lakeridge Citizens for Clean Water with respect to the presence for fill by-laws at the
municipalities that were reviewed by both groups.
Appendix 1 on page 11 summarizes the results of the responses from the upper and
lower tier municipalities. Appendix 2 on pages 12 to 19 summarizes the results of the fill
by-law review, organized by upper tier and lower tier municipal government.
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2.0 Results of the Municipal By-law Review

F

rom our initial fill by-law research in August 2011, 23 municipalities out of 33
reviewed in the Greater Toronto Area had a relevant by-law that mentions soil
quality. Of these 20 municipalities only Scugog and Uxbridge specifically referenced
O.Reg 153/04, Table 1 standards for fill. It should be noted that the Town of Georgina
has since revised their by-law to specifically reference O.Reg 153/04, Table 1 standards
for fill.
The results of our follow-up review of municipalities and inquiry concluded that 70
out of 143 upper and lower tier municipalities reviewed have a fill by-law. Table 1 on
page 8 summarizes how municipalities with fill by-laws define soil quality. Figure 1 on
page 9 provides an illustration of the fill by-law soil quality provisions in the Greater
Golden Horseshoe and adjacent areas in Southern Ontario.
The survey captured a range of information. For example, the Town of Lincoln
responded that a fill by-law exists but is enforcing it on a case-by-case basis. City of
Peterborough’s response indicated that the municipality is considering developing a fill
related by-law.
The counties and regions that have responded to our inquiry have informed us that
the lower tier municipalities may choose to set and regulate individual by-laws governing
fill and other matters. For instance, the County of Hastings is a two-tiered municipal
government: the upper tier does not have a county fill by-law and only one of the local,
lower tiered municipalities has a site alteration by-law. Region of Peel is an example
of an upper-tier government that has no fill by-laws, however 2 of its 3 lower tier
municipalities have fill by-laws. The County of Haldimand has informed us that it is
currently conducting preliminary discussions about the need to develop a fill governing
by-law. The County of Brant did not respond to our inquiry; however it currently has a
fill by-law that refers to the Environmental Protection Act for soil quality.
The remaining municipalities, regions and counties that have responded to our inquiry
have confirmed that they currently do not have fill by-laws and state that they will not be
implementing such by-laws in the near future.
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Table 1: Summary of Soil Quality Definition

By-law
Does Not Define
Soil Quality

By-law Defines Soil
Quality without
Referencing MOE, EPA,
O.Reg 153/04, or
O.Reg 153/04 Table

By-law Defines
Soil Quality by
Referencing MOE

By-law Defines
Soil Quality by
Referencing EPA

By-law Defines Soil
Quality by Referencing
O.Reg 153/04 or
Applicable O.Reg
153/04 Table

Township of
Amaranth

Township of
Puslinch4

Town of
Oakville4

Melancthon Township
Town of Erin

The City of
Waterloo3

Township of
East Garafraxa

Township of
North Dumfries

Town of
Richmond Hill

Township of
Guelph/Eramosa

Bradford West
Gwillimbury

Town of Mono

Township of
Hamilton

Town of
Whitby4

City of Quinte West

Town of
Georgina1

Municipality
of Meaford

Clearview
Township

City of
Cambridge

Town of
Collingwood

Municipality
of Marmora
and Lake

City of Welland

Township of
South Perth
Township
of Essa

Brant County
Township of
Cavan Monaghan
Town of Cobourg4
Township of
Alnwick/Haldimand
City of Hamilton

Town of Fort Erie

City of Kawartha Lakes

City of Brampton

City of Niagara Falls

Town of Milton

City of Port Colborne

City of Vaughan

Town of Lincoln
Niagara-on-the-Lake

Township of
Oro-Medonte

Town of Markham

Town of Caledon

Town of
Penetanguishene

Town of
Newmarket

City of Burlington

Town of Ajax

City of Pickering4

Town of East Gwillimbury

City of Barrie

Springwater
Township

City of Oshawa

Wellington
Centre Township

Town of New
Tecumseth
Township of Tay

Town of Halton Hills

Brock Township1
Township of
Scugog1
Township of
Uxbridge1
Town of
Clarington2
Municipality of
Port Hope2, 4
Town of
WhitchurchStouffville2,3
Grand Valley
Township1

City of Kitchener4
Adjala-Tosorontio Township
Ramara Township
Town of Innisfil4
Township of Severn
Township of King
Wainfleet

Footnotes:
1 – Fill By-law Defines Soil Quality as O.Reg 153/04 Table 1
2 – Fill By-law Defines Soil Quality as O.Reg 153/04 Table 1 or Table 2
3 – Fill By-law allows selection of Table based upon land use and/or future land use
4 – Fill By-law defines contamination as concentrations greater than naturally occurring on the receiving property
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Figure 1: Fill or Site Alteration By-law Soil Quality Definition

3.0 Conclusions

F

rom our ongoing research it appears that the municipalities located nearest to the
Toronto area have developed site alteration by-laws governing the placement of soil.
However, most site alteration by-laws do not specifically reference MOE O.Reg
153/04 criteria tables to define soil quality criteria. Municipalities further away from the
immediate GTA appear to be slower to adopt a fill by-law as fill disposal has not posed a
significant issue thus far.

4.0 Recommendations

Several recommendations to address these concerns can be considered:

1.	Continue with provincial-municipal-industry working group to develop a consistent
approach for soil management in municipal by-law and procurement practices.
2.	The Province should consider providing guidance to municipalities through the
Planning Act or the Provincial Policy Statement to include comprehensive soil
management planning as a requirement for site development applications.
3.	The Province should provide guidance to municipalities on the specific regulations and
the applicable soil quality criteria table(s) that should be used in municipal by-laws.
4.	The MOE should begin to track incorporation of soil management practices into
municipal bylaws. This would track progress and provide an overview of the status of
best practices employed.
5.	Ongoing formal education and capacity building to assist municipalities with the
development, monitoring and dissemination of experiences with soil management in
municipal by-laws and procurement practices.
6.	Government support for a consultation program, such as a series of ongoing sponsored
symposiums, to capture, track developments and share successful approaches.
7.	In consultation with the working group, pick a key municipality and put resources
in place to develop and pilot test an integrated model site alteration by-law with
appropriate regulatory references to O.Reg. 153/04 that also adopts the principles of
the finalized MOE Soil Management BMP approach.
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Appendix 1: Results from upper and lower tier municipalities
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Appendix 2: Municipal By-Law Review, Part 1

Appendix 2: Municipal By-Law Review, Part 2
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Appendix 2: Municipal By-Law Review, Part 3

Appendix 2: Municipal By-Law Review, Part 4
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Appendix 2: Municipal By-Law Review, Part 5

Appendix 2: Municipal By-Law Review, Part 6
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Appendix 2: Municipal By-Law Review, Part 7

Appendix 2: Municipal By-Law Review, Part 8
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Appendix 3: Letter 1
This letter indicates that HMM thinks that the municipality has a by-law.
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Appendix 4: Letter 2
This letter indicates that HMM thinks that the municipality does not have a Soil or Fill by-law.
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The Residential and Civil Construction Alliance of Ontario (RCCAO) is composed
of management and labour groups that represents a wide spectrum of the
Ontario construction industry. The RCCAO’s goal is to work in cooperation with
governments and related stakeholders to offer realistic solutions to a variety of
challenges facing the construction industry and which also have wider societal benefits.
For more information on the RCCAO or to view copies of other studies and submissions,
please visit the RCCAO website at www.rccao.com
RCCAO members include: Carpenters’ Union • Greater Toronto Sewer and Watermain
Contractors Association • Heavy Construction Association of Toronto • International Union of
Operating Engineers, Local 793 • International Union of Painters and Allied Trades,
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• Residential Carpentry Contractors Association • Toronto and Area Road Builders Association
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